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Chapter 2911 

2911 Manners (3) 

my parents have never been to dizhou before, ” Gu Xiaoli said happily. I came a day earlier. I still have a 

few days to go, so I’m going to walk around with them. 

She then introduced Nangong Nuannuan to the couple, who were both carrying denim backpacks and 

holding a knitted bag in their hands. 

“This is my father, and this is my mother.” 

Nangong Nuannuan nodded politely and greeted, ” “Hello, uncle, Auntie!” 

“Dad, mom, this is Nuannuan, my high school roommate.” 

Of course, Mr. And Mrs. Gu had heard of Nangong Nuannuan and the Nangong family. He had also seen 

this young lady on the news many times. Mr. And Mrs. Gu were very happy to see the young lady of the 

Nangong family treat them so politely without any airs. 

It wasn’t that they wanted to get close to Nangong Nuannuan, but in this huge dizhou, their daughter 

was unfamiliar with the people and the place. To have a friend like Nangong Nuannuan who didn’t 

despise their daughter, they felt at ease. 

Mr. And Mrs. Gu greeted Nangong Nuan happily. Mrs. Gu was so excited that she immediately opened 

the woven bag hanging on Mr. Gu’s arm and took out a large bag of green grapes to give to Nangong 

Nuan. 

“This is the green grape that my family planted. It’s quite popular to eat this fruit now. I heard that it’s 

imported from the state of da he and costs three to four hundred Yuan, so we grew this. Here, 

Nuannuan, take some home and see how our crops taste compared to the ones in the state of Yamato. 

These are all grown in greenhouses and have not been drugged.” 

After saying that, she stuffed the grapes in a poor-quality plastic bag into Nangong Nuannuan’s arms. 

Not to mention Shi Yalin, even the ordinary students could not help but feel their eyes Twitch when they 

saw this. 

She was the chairman of disheng, the third richest woman in the world, and you were giving her some 

grapes? 

Nangong Nuannuan took the green grape with a smile as she introduced her brothers to Gu Xiaoli’s 

parents. The young masters of the Nangong family also greeted Gu Xiaoli’s parents politely. 

Even though his eldest brother was already over 30 years old, which was only 10 years younger than Gu 

Xiaoli’s parents, they were still his sister’s friend’s parents. To him, they were his elders. 

Gu Xiaoli’s parents quickly greeted the young masters. 
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After the introduction, Gu Xiaoli said proudly, ” “My dad and the others have been planting rice all this 

time, but after my persuasion, they changed the rice to greenhouses. This year, the green grapes were 

selling particularly well. you can take it back and try it. if you think it’s delicious, i’ll ask my mom and the 

others to send more over.” 

Nangong Nuannuan didn’t reply immediately. Instead, she grabbed a green grape and stuffed it into her 

mouth. 

“Hey, I haven’t washed it yet.” Gu Xiaoli couldn’t help but say. 

gu xiaoli’s parents and a group of students at the school also widened their eyes. 

The chairman of disheng, the young lady of the Nangong family, was actually so down-to-earth? 

“There’s no pesticide, what are you afraid of?” 

then, she took another one and put it in her mouth. she said to gu xiaoli’s mother, ” “Auntie, it’s 

delicious! can i really request for a few more?” 

gu xiaoli’s parents were so happy that the wrinkles on their faces were showing. 

“of course, of course! you’re a good friend of our xiaoli, so you can eat as much as you want. i’ll send it 

to you when i get back.” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2912 

2912 Have a taste (4) 

“We listened to Xiaoli and registered for HT. There was a courier that could deliver it directly. The HT 

group belongs to young master Leng’s family, and he even opened the top page and free express 

delivery service for our family.” 

Nangong Nuannuan looked at Gu Xiaoli, who was smiling happily, and gave her a thumbs up. “Not bad!” 

Gu Xiaoli’s smile was especially bright. Her family had always been poor, but ever since they had young 

master Leng’s help, their income in the past few months was comparable to their income in the past few 

years. 

“It’s pretty good! indeed, knowledge could change one’s fate! ” in the past, our agricultural products 

were all purchased by the village. after that, the village would sell them to the peddlers, and the 

peddlers would then transfer them again. often, by the time they reached the customers ‘hands, the 

prices would have already been transferred five or six times. Now that we have HT, we even doubled the 

price, but everyone still thinks that we’re selling it cheap. our goods are in short supply now!” 

nangong nuannuan was happy to hear that and ate as she listened. However, a paw had already reached 

in from the side. 

Nan gongze grabbed a small handful (at least seven) and said, ” “i’ll have a taste.” 

Then, there was a second. 
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All the elder brothers of the Nangong family stretched their devil claws in. 

Very quickly, there was only a small amount of green grapes left in the big bag. 

nangong nuannuan and the handsome nangong brothers ‘down-to-earth behavior had won nangong 

nuannuan’s favor from her classmates. 

Those who had initially felt that Nangong Nuannuan was domineering and that the Nangong brothers 

were domineering no longer felt that way. 

After all, Nangong Nuannuan had a good relationship with a poor classmate, did not look down on her 

uncouth parents, and was able to eat unwashed green grapes in such a down-to-earth manner. This 

showed that she was not a bad person. 

“xiaoli, have you reported?” 

gu xiaoli shook her head. ” not yet. i’m getting ready to go. ” 

“then let’s go together. We’ll ask the teacher to assign us to the same dormitory.” 

“You’re going to live on campus?” Gu Xiaoli was surprised. 

“No,” nangong nuannuan immediately denied it. 

“I knew it. Your bed was empty when you were in high school. i’ve already put my things in there.” 

“You can still put things on my bed now.” 

“Hehe, Nuannuan, you’re the best.” 

“uncle, let me help you with this.” nan gongze saw that father gu was carrying so many things on his 

back and in his hands. he felt that he had eaten someone’s mouth and went soft, so he took the 

initiative to help father gu carry the things. 

shi yalin had originally wanted to create a sweet and easy to get along with image in school, but she was 

constantly bullied by nangong nuannuan. this way, she could also attract talents for her laboratory. 

in the end, she had been tricked by nangong nuannuan the moment she entered the school. 

However, Shi Yalin was not the same as before. She was gentle. 

she didn’t care about this. 

As long as she could trample on that green tea, Nangong Nuannuan, to the ground, she was willing to 

endure anything. He could endure anything. 

after collecting her books and the semester’s schedule, nangong nuannuan and gu xiaoli went to the 

freshmen dormitory. 

as they were studying at the medical department university, as long as they entered, they would 

automatically become a member of the combat services department. 

the internal department of the medical department university was big enough. as a j doctor, although 

medical skills were important, training and combat skills were also essential. This was because most of 



the time, the military hospital would follow the combat service department to carry out missions 

outside. Compared to the military training in normal universities, the military training in the medical 

department University was much stricter. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2913 

2913 A different dormitory (1) 

therefore, nangong nuannuan still had to stay in the medical department for the first few days of school. 

After all, the military training was held in the medical department University and a special military 

training base. 

qingxuan should be in dizhou now. Let’s ask her out for a meal after the military training is over. 

“Alright,” he said. Gu Xiaoli nodded. and I heard that uncle mu is going to be transferred to dizhou. I 

guess qingxuan will stay in dizhou and never leave again. 

“Yes.” nangong nuannuan nodded. 

“That’s great, we can meet more often in the future.” 

The two of them chatted along the way. The brothers from the Nangong family and Mr. And Mrs. Gu 

accompanied them throughout the journey. After getting the bedding and the key to the safe, they still 

had to tidy up the dormitory. 

When they arrived at the dormitory, the other two students were already there. 

She had initially thought that she would have to clean up the place, but when Nangong Nuannuan 

entered the house, the interior was decorated to the point that it looked like a Deluxe Room. 

Nangong Nuannuan was the first to go in and helped her carry the bedding. Nangong Jin and Nangong li, 

who were holding the daily necessities, also followed her in. 

After entering, she saw three servants who were dressed up were placing the last pot of flowers. 

The moment she saw Nangong Nuannuan, one of the girls in the dormitory flashed a sweet smile. 

However, when she saw her brothers who had followed Nangong Nuannuan in, her smile froze for a 

moment. They couldn’t help but shoot out greedy gazes. 

When the six brothers entered the dormitory one by one and quickly filled up the not-so-big dormitory, 

the girl’s gaze finally retracted. 

“Nangong Nuannuan? You’re Nangong Nuannuan, right?” 

Nangong Nuannuan had a good impression of her former high school dormitory mates, so she was more 

patient than the others when it came to dealing with her roommates who might have to interact more 

with her in the next six months. 

nangong nuannuan looked at the dormitory, which had been turned into a pink fairy-tale, but she did 

not reveal her displeasure. instead, she nodded at the other person. 
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Nangong Nuan nodded her head warmly, giving the other party courage. 

The girl immediately walked over to Nangong Nuannuan and said, ” “That’s great! you know, i really 

admire you! You’re my idol! Ever since I found out that you’ll be studying at the medical department 

University, I’ve been looking forward to being your classmate. I didn’t expect my luck to be so good. Not 

only am I in the same major and class as my idol, but I’m also in the same dormitory as him.” 

Nangong Nuannuan smiled and looked around the dormitory. 

there were four people living in the dormitory. not only was the room relatively large, but it also had a 

balcony and a bathroom outside. However, it seemed that everything was already filled with this 

student’s things. 

There were four desks and four safes near the door. Inside, there were two beds on the left and two on 

the right, both bunk beds. 

However, the lower bunks on both sides had already been occupied. 

On one side was the bed of this pink-loving female student, and on the right was the bed of another 

female student who was dressed in ordinary clothes and had been looking at them since she came in. 

Seeing that Nangong Nuannuan was looking at the bed, the pink Girl immediately said, ” “ah, i didn’t 

know that i would become your classmate, so i took the lower bunkbed first. But actually, I’m fine with 

either the upper or lower bunks. Nuannuan, do you prefer the upper or lower bunk? If you like the 

lower bunks, I’ll ask my servants to move the bed to the upper one.” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2914 

2914 Change of position (2) 

Gu Xiaoli was the dormitory head appointed by the teacher. She had collected the accommodation bill 

from the dormitory manager downstairs, so she was late when her parents came in. 

the other two had seen mr. and mrs. gu a long time ago. they thought that they had been dragged by 

nangong nuannuan to clean the dormitory and move things. it was only when they saw gu xiaoli that 

they realized that they were gu xiaoli’s parents. 

The pink Girl revealed a friendly smile. “That’s great, now all my roommates are here. let me introduce 

her to everyone. this is the young lady of the nangong family, one of the most powerful families in 

dizhou. i’m yu minzhen from the yu family in dizhou. What about you guys? what are your names?” 

“li xiangwang,” The other girl looked at Nangong Nuannuan in shock. She did not look too well and gave 

a brief answer. 

“i’m gu xiaoli.” 

that’s great. We’ll be roommates from now on. I hope we can spend the next four happy years here. 

yu minzhen then said to gu xiaoli, ” “Gu Xiaoli, you can sleep on li xiangwang’s upper bunk.” 
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he then looked at nangong nuannuan and asked generously, ” “nuannuan, do you want to sleep on the 

upper or lower bunk?” 

“I want to sleep with Xiaoli. why don’t you sleep on the upper bunk of li xiangwang?” 

Yu minzhen: 

yu minzhen looked at nangong nuannuan in a daze and let out an ” ah “. She felt that she must have 

heard wrong. 

He actually wanted her to sleep with that li xiangwang, while she had to sleep with Gu Xiaoli? 

Why? 

Seeing that she was embarrassed by Yu minzhen, Nangong Nuannuan didn’t want Gu Xiaoli to make 

enemies in the dormitory, so she explained, ” “Xiaoli was my roommate in high school. She’s my friend.” 

yu minzhen looked at gu xiaoli in surprise. she was shocked by her good luck. 

She had been Nangong Nuannuan’s roommate in high school. Now, she had been scheming to get into 

the same school as Nangong Nuannuan and even stay in the same dormitory as her. 

this also strengthened yu minzhen’s belief in becoming friends with nangong nuannuan. 

it didn’t make sense that a penniless person could be friends with this lady, but she, the daughter of the 

yu corporation, couldn’t. 

Even though it had only been a short while, Yu minzhen felt that Nangong Nuannuan’s willingness to 

explain to her proved that she had a good impression of her. 

So she nodded without hesitation. okay, then I’ll sleep with li xiangwang. You and Xiaoli will sleep in the 

bunk bed. 

then, yu minzhen looked at the three servants and said, ” “You guys help me move my things over 

there.” 

” xiangwang, ” he said, ” i’m not used to sleeping below. can i change my position with you? ” 

Li xiangwang had already arranged everything, but he was asked to change seats by Yu minzhen. 

Although she was not happy, she could tell that Yu minzhen’s family background was not ordinary. 

she was a girl from an ordinary family and dared not to compare with the rich and powerful girls in 

dizhou. so as long as it didn’t cross her bottom line, even if she was unwilling, li xiangwang would still 

silently accept his things. 

Seeing that li xiangwang was already packing up, Yu minzhen smiled and looked at the brothers from the 

Nangong family. She asked, ” “Nuannuan, are they your older brothers?” 

Nangong Nuannuan smiled and gestured to her brother, ” “I’ll sleep on the upper bunk. It’s more 

convenient for Xiaoli to sleep on the lower bunk.” 

Yu minzhen was dumbfounded when she heard that. 



“Ah? Don’t you sleep in the lower bunks? I’m staying in the lower bunk. if you sleep on the lower bunk, 

we can chat face to face.” 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2915 

2915 Freeloading in accommodation (3) 

However, Nangong Jin had already climbed up to the upper bunk and laid out Nangong nuanhuan’s 

blanket. 

Nangong Nuannuan did not use her own bedding. She was using the ones given out by the school. 

nangong jin quickly tidied up nangong nuannuan’s bed according to his usual habits. Even the blanket 

was in the shape of tofu. 

When Yu minzhen saw that Nangong Nuannuan was ignoring her, she realized that she might have been 

talking too much, so she pursed her lips and kept quiet. 

While Nangong Jin was tidying Nuan Nuan’s bed, Mr. And Mrs. Gu were also tidying Gu Xiaoli’s bed. 

it was almost noon when both parties were done. 

“it’s almost done. i’ll clean up the rest during the military training. let’s go.” 

seeing that nangong nuannuan was about to leave, yu minzhen quickly said, ” “I’m almost done here. 

Nuan Nuan, we’re roommates from now on. Let me treat everyone to a meal today. Brothers, please do 

me a favor and stay for a meal.” 

Yu minzhen had already recognized Nangong Yun, who was not eye-catching in the group of brothers, 

but could make everyone stop and look back when he stood out alone. 

The Yu’s group was a third-rate family in dizhou, so it could be considered a wealthy family. Therefore, 

Yu minzhen often saw Nangong Yun, who was known as the number one golden Bachelor in dizhou and 

the future Chairman of digong group, appearing in financial magazines and news. 

yu minzhen’s eyes were initially blinded by her six brothers. however, she could not take her eyes off 

nangong yun after she saw him. 

She was extremely grateful that she had asked her father to find a way to let her stay in the same 

dormitory as Nangong Nuannuan. 

As expected, the pavilion closest to the water enjoys the moonlight first. 

The meeting of new classmates would lead to a new life. It was normal for classmates to go out for a 

meal. If Nangong Nuannuan was going out to have a meal with her, her brothers from the Nangong 

family would definitely be there as well. 

Yu minzhen was so excited that her hands were trembling. 

however, under her hopeful and confident gaze, nangong nuannuan remained friendly and distant. 

“No, thank you.” 
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yu minzhen: 

Nangong Nuannuan looked at Gu Xiaoli and asked, ” “Where will uncle and Auntie be staying for the 

next few days?” 

“Let’s go to the nearby guest house after we’ve settled Xiao Li down.” Mr. Gu said hurriedly. 

“xiao li, why don’t you come to our house with uncle and auntie?” 

Gu Xiaoli was stunned. 

She had never thought about Yingluo going to live with the Nangong family. 

Nangong Yun, who was standing at the side, helped his sister to invite the guests, ” “That’s right. We 

have many guest rooms at home, and they’re all empty anyway. Our Nuan Nuan doesn’t have many 

friends, but you’re Nuan Nuan’s friend. You’re treating me as an outsider.” 

“I don’t think that’s a good idea. Let’s just …” Mrs. Gu felt that it was not good for the whole family to 

disturb the Nangong family.”Alright then. Then I’ll take my parents to your big house for two nights.” 

“i’ll get my second uncle to make you guys a good meal tonight,” nangong nuannuan said happily. my 

second uncle’s cooking is really good.” 

“wow, i’m really looking forward to it!” After that, Gu Xiaoli didn’t forget to thank Nangong Yun, ” 

“thank you for taking me in, third brother.” 

Nangong Yun was amused by Gu Xiaoli’s words. He shook his head and did not argue with the little girl. 

When they were about to leave, Gu Xiaoli said goodbye to her two roommates before leaving with 

Nangong Nuannuan. 

As for Nangong Nuannuan, she didn’t greet the other two in the dormitory. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2916 

2916 Why?(4) 

She didn’t like either li xiangwang or Yu minzhen. 

Although li xiangwang looked like he was easy to bully, the viciousness in his eyes was too strong. To put 

it bluntly, he was a little indignant because he hated the rich. 

yu minzhen, on the other hand, was too utilitarian. 

nangong nuannuan had always been a person of her own accord. if she liked someone, even if the whole 

world criticized him, she would still like him. 

If she didn’t like him, even if the whole world praised him, she still wouldn’t give a damn. 

Yu minzhen felt embarrassed as she looked at the quiet dormitory room. 
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She didn’t understand why someone like Gu Xiaoli could be friends with Nangong Nuannuan and even 

live in the Nangong family’s house. However, Nangong Nuannuan didn’t even give her the most basic 

respect and left directly. 

She was furious, but she knew that the Yu family and the Nangong family were very far apart. Nangong 

Nuannuan would never be able to ask her for help, but the Yu family really needed the Nangong family. 

At the thought of this, Yu minzhen could only put down her usual pride and suppress her anger. After all, 

Yingluo still had four years to slowly develop a relationship with this young lady. 

However, when Yu minzhen turned her head back, she met li xiangwang’s mocking gaze. 

Li xiangwang did not expect Yu minzhen to turn around so suddenly. He felt a little embarrassed. 

the anger that yu minzhen had just suppressed was instantly aroused by li xiangwang. 

“what’s with that look?” Yu minzhen immediately exploded. 

she couldn’t afford to offend nangong nuannuan, but she couldn’t afford to offend li xiangwang? 

Li xiangwang had always been an extremely competitive person, wanting to be better than others in 

everything. Whether it was her looks or her grades, she had done it. 

At least in her state, her college entrance examination results were the first in the state. In school, she 

was second only to the school Belle. However, in this dormitory, she seemed to be the worst. 

Seeing that Yu minzhen did not dare to throw a tantrum at Nangong Nuan Nuan and instead turned to 

him without hesitation, even though li xiangwang did not say anything, he hated both Yu minzhen and 

Nangong Nuan in his heart. 

Three days later, school started. 

the first morning of school was military training. The military training required the students to gather at 

the school field at eight in the morning. Therefore, Nangong Nuannuan did not return to her dormitory 

the night before and only went to school on the day of the training. 

Yu minzhen had thought that Nangong Nuannuan would return to the dormitory the night before, but 

only Gu Xiaoli had. 

“xiaoli, why didn’t nuan nuan come back with you? Aren’t you staying at Nuan Nuan’s place for the past 

two days?” 

gu xiaoli didn’t like yu minzhen and li xiangwang either, so she decided to get along with them. He 

smiled and said,”my parents went home today, so I came back.” Nuan Nuan is a day student, so she 

basically doesn’t live on campus.” 

When Yu minzhen heard this, she did not feel good. 

“Day School? But this is a University. Wouldn’t it be very inconvenient for her to attend Day School?” 

Gu Xiaoli looked at Yu minzhen. why is it inconvenient? ” 



“There are a lot of clubs in the University that I have to join! Even though we’re the medical department 

University, there are quite a few clubs in the school. other than going to school, i have a lot of things to 

do.” 

Gu Xiaoli looked at Yu minzhen and blinked her eyes. She guessed that this person probably didn’t know 

that Nuan Nuan was disheng’s Chairman and would never have the time to join any clubs. Other than 

training and the laboratory, she might not even be able to come to school. 

“She might not join any clubs,” he said. 

“Why?” Yu minzhen looked disappointed. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2917 

2917 Proud (1) 

After all, university clubs could not only enrich the students ‘lives outside of class, but also make friends 

and increase one’s value. 

“Because she’s very busy.” 

Seeing that Gu Xiaoli didn’t want to say more, Yu minzhen had no choice. 

She had originally planned to join the same club as Nangong Nuannuan. 

However, she had to hook up with Nangong Nuannuan and become her good friend. Yu minzhen 

glanced at Gu Xiaoli, who was dressed shabbily, and asked, ” “Will you join a club?” 

Gu Xiaoli thought for a while and nodded. 

“Which club do you want to join? I know a few seniors who are the pillars of the club. Which one do you 

want to join? you can tell me and I can help you get in.” 

Gu Xiaoli smiled and said,”I haven’t thought about it yet.” Before I join the club, I want to take the 

laboratory test. I heard that as long as you pass the exam, you can become a reserve member of the 

Research Institute of the medical administration University. After working with the research team for 

four years, you’ll have the chance to enter the Research Institute.” 

In the medical department University, getting into the Research Institute was more important than 

joining a club. Although the Research Institute only accepted students who were graduate students and 

above, and they had to be top graduate students, medical students were generally Masters. Therefore, 

if they were selected as Reserve members of the Research Institute at University, the possibility of 

becoming a member of the Research Institute in the future was very high. 

Since he was able to enter the Research Institute, he naturally didn’t have time to join those clubs. 

Therefore, Gu Xiaoli wanted to apply for the Research Institute before joining the club. 

Although li xiangwang also had the same idea, she felt that Gu Xiaoli was overestimating her ability. 

Thinking that Gu Xiaoli’s family was worse than hers, and that she didn’t look like she had good grades, 

she couldn’t help but say, ” “The Research Institute isn’t a place you can enter whenever you want! I 
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heard that the Research Institute’s recruitment is very strict, and the results must be good. How many 

points did you score in the college entrance examination?” 

Gu Xiaoli was suddenly choked by li xiangwang’s words. She was not very fond of this roommate, and 

now she was even more disdainful. 

After all, she had a roommate who was the top scorer in the National College Entrance Examination. In 

addition, her dormitory and a few close friends in the class all did well in the college entrance 

examination, so Gu Xiaoli always felt that her score was average. 

Now that she was being asked about her grades, she felt that her results might not be that good. Thus, 

he glanced at li Ningwang and didn’t speak. 

Li xiangwang finally found a sense of existence and superiority from Gu Xiaoli. He said, ” “I scored 726 

points in the college entrance examination. I heard that if you want to enter the Research Institute, you 

have to score at least 720 points to qualify for the exam. Although there might be exceptions, if one did 

not score 720 points, it would be difficult to be selected. Only those who could get into the top 20 in 

their first final exam would be qualified. 

There’s a senior in our high school who entered the Research Institute with a high score, so I know the 

situation there. I’m also planning to take the exam after the Research Institute starts recruiting. I’m 

planning to join my senior’s group, so she can guide me. ” 

Yu minzhen couldn’t help but cast a sidelong glance at li xiangwang’s words.”You actually scored 726 

points in the college entrance examination? There’s a senior in the Research Institute?” 

ever since the day li xiangwang reported for work, he had been suppressed by nangong nuan and yu 

minzhen. this made her, who had always thought highly of herself, feel a sense of inferiority. 

Now, Yu minzhen and Gu Xiaoli finally thought highly of him. Li xiangwang felt that he could at least be 

on equal footing with Yu minzhen. 

Her eyes were filled with pride. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 2918 

2918 Research Institute (2) 

“my senior’s family’s financial situation is much worse than ours. however, this school is not a school 

that looks at family background. everything depends on one’s own strength. Although she was only in 

her fourth year, she had already become an official member of the Research Institute. I came here 

because I thought it was fair enough.” 

Then, li xiangwang looked at Gu Xiaoli and said, ” “But you don’t have to worry. You have such a rich girl 

as a friend. She can even bring you home. She will definitely find a way to help you solve your job 

problem in the future. I heard that the Nangong family has a very high position in the combat service 

department. In the future, you will be assigned to any combat service department, and they will 

definitely treat you well.” 

Li xiangwang’s words were obviously mocking Gu Xiaoli. 
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The students who could enter the medical department University were all outstanding. Who could 

tolerate such humiliation? Even if she was Nangong Nuannuan’s friend, anyone would be angry upon 

hearing such words. 

gu xiaoli finally had a clear view of the two people in the dormitory. she smiled and said, ” ” maybe. i’ve 

always been on good terms with nuannuan, so my first choice is definitely the research institute. if i 

can’t get into the research institute, i’ll just stay at the affiliated hospital of the medical department and 

be a doctor. ” 

” i’ve already said that if you want to enter the research institute, you have to score 720 points in the 

college entrance examination. ” 

“I scored 731 points in the college entrance examination.” 

li xiangwang: 

Yu minzhen: 

“originally, i didn’t know if i was qualified or not, but since you have first-hand information, i’m relieved. 

i’ll go for the interview when the research institute is selecting people. However, it’s fine if I can’t pass it 

in one try. I can continue to take the exam in the future. Also, Nuannuan will definitely be able to enter 

the Research Institute. When the time comes, I can ask Nuannuan to help me find out more about the 

situation.” 

“nuannuan is going to the research institute?” yu minzhen asked. 

” of course, she’s the national college entrance examination’s top scorer. what reason is there for her 

not to get in? ” 

“The National champion?” “she’s the one who got 749 points?” li xiangwang cried out in shock. 

Because they didn’t want to make the matter too big and flamboyant, the Nangong family had 

suppressed the news of Nangong Nuannuan. None of the media outlets were able to interview this top 

scorer. In addition, due to Nangong Nuannuan’s special status, many channels did not dare to report on 

it. 

The other TV stations that dared to report this news also kept a low profile. Although the news had 

caused a great stir in the dizhou province’s social circle, not many people knew about it. 

When he heard that Nangong Nuannuan was not only the eldest daughter of the Nangong family, but 

also the top scorer, li xiangwang was in a bad mood. 

She had thought that Nangong Nuan Nuan was just like Yu minzhen, that they were from rich families. 

Yu minzhen was also deeply suspicious of Nangong Nuannuan’s ability to be the top scorer. Because no 

one had been able to interview Nangong Nuannuan at the time, the matter of the top scorer was not 

handled well. Although people in the circle were spreading the news, in the end, it was the Shi family 

who held the banquet. 

The results of Shi family’s Shi Yalin were not considered good, but she was widely promoted and 

organized, giving Shi Yalin the image of a top student. 



“I’ve also heard of this rumor, but I didn’t quite believe it later. If Nuan Nuan is really the top scorer in 

the country, why didn’t the Nangong family spread the news to everyone?” yu minzhen asked. 

“Because Nuannuan keeps a low profile.” 

Gu Xiaoli didn’t want to say anything else. No matter how much li xiangwang and Yu minzhen asked, she 

did not say anything more. 

She simply didn’t like people looking down on her and her friends. 
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In other aspects, Nuannuan was way better than them. They couldn’t compare. 

The next day was the day of military training. Nangong Nuannuan returned to the dormitory an hour 

earlier. 

At this moment, the three of them had already woken up and eaten. Yu minzhen was putting on her 

makeup. When she saw Nangong Nuannuan, who had no makeup on, enter the room in her military 

training uniform, her eyes lit up. 

“Nuan Nuan, I heard from Xiao Li yesterday that you’re the top scorer in the college entrance 

examination?” 

Gu Xiaoli didn’t expect Yu minzhen to have such a nasty mouth. The first thing she did when she entered 

the house was to ask her about it. She even brought her in. 

The college entrance examination’s top scorer was not a secret, but she made it seem like she was 

snitching on Yu minzhen. 

However, Nangong Nuan Nuan did not even spare Yu minzhen a glance. She took out a bag from her bag 

and handed it to Gu Xiaoli. “This is yours.” 

Gu Xiaoli, who was wearing glasses, saw the bag and immediately became excited. 

“Thank you, thank you. I was planning to buy another pair after the military training.” 

Nangong Nuannuan poked Gu Xiaoli’s forehead with her finger, causing her to cry out in pain. 

“I think it’s normal for you to lose yourself one day.” 

In the past, out of the four of them in the dormitory, Gu Xiaoli’s family condition was the worst, but she 

was also the most unorganized. I can’t change it. 

“What did you drop?” Yu minzhen was curious. 

When Gu Xiaoli took out the things, she found that they were contact lenses and water. She suddenly 

lost interest. 
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Yu minzhen’s eyes lit up when she saw the large handbag that Nangong Nuan Nuan had casually thrown 

on the table. 

“Ah, this is the limited edition handbag from the Chinese Valentine’s Day series, right? I’ve only seen this 

handbag at ML Fashion Week. It’s a classic design on Chinese Valentine’s Day this year. You can’t buy it 

even if you want to. Where did you buy it? I’ve been going to eternal dominion to ask every day, but 

they all said that it wasn’t in this bag.” 

Gu Xiaoli and Li xiangwang also glanced at Yu minzhen, who was blowing up one of Nangong Nuan’s 

handbags. 

Gu Xiaoli had no interest in luxury goods at all. After one look, she happily went to fix her glasses. 

On the other hand, li xiangwang looked carefully. 

It was a large white canvas bag with a black letter ‘J’ and a Red Heart printed on it. There were black and 

red stripes in the middle, and above the stripes was D’s . 

Since he was going to study in dizhou, li xiangwang had some basic knowledge of the first-tier brands. 

“Is this bag hard to buy? I’ve seen other bags from this brand, and they’re all real leather. Other than the 

color, this bag can’t be compared to the other bags, right?” 

Li xiangwang felt that Yu minzhen was a bootlicker. When Nangong Nuannuan casually brought a 

handbag over, she had a limited edition collector’s expression. 

Yu minzhen rolled her eyes at li xiangwang and said,”what do you know?” The handheld part of D’s bag 

had been exquisitely carved by the leather factory. The black leather handle had been printed using the 

simplest printing art, with Brand D printed on it. 

Not to mention anything else, just the pattern of the canvas and the collision of colors had gone through 

more than 32 hours of handiwork by the craftsman in three different embroidery methods. It was made 

of 1.2 million threads of thread. Do you think it can be compared to any handbag? 

Moreover, this handbag was specially designed by the designer, and only the model had the opportunity 

to touch it at that time. Even my mom ran ran ” 

Before Yu minzhen could finish her sentence, she looked at Nangong Nuannuan with her eyes wide 

open. She was very excited.”Nuan Nuan, don’t tell me that this handbag was specially designed for you 

and Lieutenant General Chi?” 
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Nangong Nuannuan glanced at her bag and did not say anything. 

This handbag was indeed specially made for her by D brand, and it was more in line with her usual style 

of dressing. 
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it’s really specially designed for you!!! yu minzhen’s eyes widened. she finally understood what it meant 

to be a top-class wealthy family. 

nangong nuannuan didn’t intend to continue this topic, but someone just happened to knock on the 

door, so she didn’t say anything. 

Gu Xiaoli, who had just put on her contact lenses, came out of the bathroom. She heard someone 

knocking on the door and opened it. 

Nangong Nuan raised her eyebrows when she saw the person outside the door. 

he had already opened his mouth, but li xiangwang had interrupted him. 

“Senior Shi, why are you here? What are you doing in our dormitory? Did you know that I got into this 

school?” 

Wu Lingyun looked at the girl who was smiling at him like a flower. She looked familiar, but he could not 

remember where he had seen her before. 

while he was still thinking, li xiangwang said to his roommates, ” “Let Me Introduce Her to you. This is 

the senior from the same high school as me, Shi Lingyun, whom I mentioned to you before. She used to 

be the campus Belle and the top student in our school. Now, she’s a member of the Research Institute 

of the medical Bureau. he’s the only fourth-year student to be selected into the research society.” 

other than gu xiaoli, who looked at wu lingyun with admiration, nangong nuan and yu minzhen’s 

expressions were indescribable. 

“This is the senior whose family conditions are worse than yours?” Yu minzhen looked at li xiangwang 

with a strange expression. 

li xiangwang did not expect yu minzhen to be so annoying. he immediately explained with a red face, ” 

“Don’t talk nonsense! Although senior Shi’s family isn’t very well-off, she’s a top student and the only 

university student in the Research Institute who is qualified to be officially admitted.” 

Yu minzhen smiled slightly and did not intend to give li xiangwang any face. She said, ” “It seems like you 

don’t know your senior well enough!” 

Li xiangwang,”huh???” 

“The senior you’re talking about isn’t surnamed Shi. Her surname is Wu.” 

“her surname is shi. do you think i can get my senior’s surname wrong?” 

“You’re the one who’s wrong! Senior Wu’s mother was born into a noble family, but her mother was 

swapped with her own child by a bad person. As a result, senior Wu had been living in a poor and 

loveless family ever since she was born. 

Later on, senior Wu found her father, and through her father’s clan, she found her mother’s clan. Senior 

Wu’s father was the governor of Haizhou, and the Wu family was the richest family in Haizhou. Senior 

Wu’s mother, who was also her grandfather, was the head of the Xiao family, which was ranked third 



among the four big families in dizhou. They were almost on par with the Nangong family, which Nuan 

Nuan was from. It was said that senior Wu’s grandfather and Nuannuan’s grandfather were friends. 

For this earthquake, the Xiao family in dizhou and the Wu family in Haizhou donated 4 billion Yuan in the 

name of senior Wu. Therefore, senior Wu was not only the No. 1 rich family in Haizhou state, but also 

the top rich family in dizhou state. I’m talking about two different things.” 

Wu Lingyun did not like the two people in the dormitory who pretended to be familiar with her the 

moment they arrived, so his words naturally became sharp.”It seems that the two of you are very 

familiar with me. But why don’t I seem to know you?” 

After being rebuked by the Wu family’s eldest daughter, Yu minzhen also realized that her childish 

behavior just now had made her uncomfortable. He quickly apologized. 

“I’m sorry, senior Wu. You’re my idol. I just can’t stand people slandering you in front of me. That’s why 

I’m a little talkative.” 


